I. INTRODUCTION
Real-world listening environments may be noisy and cause important speech information to be interrupted by extraneous sounds. Perceptual restoration (PR) is one mechanism that allows listeners to increase their speech understanding in such environments (Warren, 1970; Samuel, 1981) . For example, young normal-hearing (YNH) listeners typically show poor speech recognition when sentences or words are interrupted with silent gaps (SGs), but comparatively better speech recognition when SGs are "filled-in" with short noise bursts (NBs) (Warren, 1970; Samuel, 1981; Powers and Wilcox, 1977; Miller and Licklider, 1950) . The addition of NBs to the SG-interrupted sentence seems to create an auditory illusion in which the speech is perceived as continuing "behind" the NBs. It is possible that this perception of an intact sentence is what leads to better speech understanding. The PR paradigm is useful for understanding to what extent listeners can repair interrupted speech and improve understanding.
Older people experience deficits in peripheral and central auditory processing as well as decreases in cognitive abilities as the result of aging (Working Group on Speech Understanding and Aging, 1988; Fitzgibbons and GordonSalant, 1996; Pichora-Fuller and Souza, 2003; Strouse et al., 1998) . Despite slower and less efficient age-related central auditory processing, older normal-hearing (ONH) listeners do appear to have access to the PR effect. For example, Saija et al. (2014) found that ONH listeners had a larger PR benefit compared to YNH listeners. Older adults may rely more heavily on linguistic knowledge than younger adults to restore interrupted speech (Saija et al., 2014) , and may also be more likely to utilize sentence context in general (e.g., Pichora-Fuller et al., 1995; Schneider et al., 2010; Sheldon et al., 2008; Pichora-Fuller, 2008) . Whether older adults can still access such context benefits and utilize top-down PR mechanisms with interrupted degraded speech was the focus of the present study. For the purposes of this study, "signal degradation" refers to the changes in speech signals caused by passage through the speech processor of a cochlear implant (CI), aspects of which are simulated here through a process called vocoding. Furthermore, we investigated whether stronger cognitive abilities like working memory or better linguistic abilities like lexical access are linked with the ability to restore speech in such difficult, degraded listening conditions.
A. PR of degraded speech CI users, who experience degraded speech signals through their processors, have typically shown only small or atypical PR effects (Bhargava et al., 2014 ). It appears that CI users are less able to utilize NBs to repair an interrupted speech signal. Bhargava et al. (2014) concluded that CI users may need access to longer portions of the speech signal in order to utilize top-down PR mechanisms, and/or that degraded speech and interrupting noise may be difficult to distinguish from one another. In general, CI users report difficulty with speech-in-noise perception, showing sometimes drastically reduced speech understanding in noisy listening environments (Fetterman and Domico, 2002; Sladen and Zappler, 2015) . Therefore, determining ways in which we a) Electronic mail: jaekel@umd.edu can improve or provide access to speech-related PR mechanisms in this population may help ameliorate this problem. Using a vocoder, which can simulate aspects of CI processing, researchers can investigate which aspects of the signal itself may be affecting the PR mechanism. By presenting vocoded speech signals to normal-hearing listeners, one can also better control for listener factors that cannot be controlled for in CI users, like health of the auditory nerve (see Litovsky et al., 2012 for a review) .
An important listener factor that could affect PR ability is chronological age. In the study by Bhargava et al. (2014) , older CI users tended to experience reduced PR, particularly for speech that was interrupted at a 50% duty cycle. In that study, seven of eight CI users over the age of 50 yrs had PR effects of approximately 0 RAUs (rationalized arcsine units; see Studebaker, 1985) . While younger CI users in the study were more likely to have longer durations of CI use and greater access to residual hearing, it is possible that the interaction of degraded, interrupted speech and older age resulted in reduced PR ability. Further characterizing the ways in which the PR mechanism is available to older listeners presented degraded speech will be helpful for better understanding how some CI users might be processing the noisy, interrupted speech signals typical of real-world listening scenarios.
B. PR in ONH listeners
In contrast to the possible age-related reductions in PR observed in CI users (Bhargava et al., 2014) , PR appears to be enhanced in ONH listeners when speech is non-degraded (i.e., non-vocoded; Saija et al., 2014) . In the Saija et al. (2014) study, sequences of SGs or NBs interrupted speech at various rates of interruption. With SG interrupted speech, ONH listeners (average age of 66 yrs) had significantly worse speech understanding compared to YNH listeners (average age of 22 yrs) at certain interruption rates, potentially because advanced age reduced the ability to integrate speech information across gaps. In contrast, with NB-interrupted speech, performance for both listener groups improved. This indicated that both groups were able to utilize noise to improve speech perception. Specifically, ONH listeners showed significantly larger PR benefits at a 2.5-Hz interruption rate (20 to 30 percentage point improvement) compared to YNH listeners (approximately 10 percentage point improvement), which resulted in comparable absolute speech understanding scores between YNH and ONH listeners. ONH listeners therefore relied to a greater extent on the presence of NBs in order to achieve equivalent speech understanding than YNH listeners. In general, ONH listeners may rely more heavily on top-down mechanisms to achieve good speech perception. Greater reliance on sentential context cues and/or other top-down strategies in ONH listeners compared to YNH listeners has been reported for other speech tasks (Pichora-Fuller, 2008; Sommers and Danielson, 1999; Sheldon et al., 2008) . Pichora-Fuller et al. (2008) referred to this phenomenon as a "rebalance" of ONH listeners' bottom-up versus top-down cue use: without high quality, well-encoded speech signals, ONH listeners' use of bottom-up auditory cues decreases while their use of topdown mechanisms (e.g., memory, vocabulary, and/or sentential context) increases.
C. Using NB interruptions to restore degraded speech As described above, only one study thus far has analyzed PR abilities with interrupting NBs in CI users directly (Bhargava et al., 2014) . Other studies have examined CI users' perception of speech interrupted with a non-target speaker, reporting very poor performance (average of 5% correct identification; Gnansia et al., 2010) , and with gated noise maskers, showing that CI users' speech understanding reduces substantially compared to YNH listeners in the presence of fluctuating background noise (Nelson and Jin, 2004) . While the study by Bhargava et al. (2014) found that, on average, CI users showed no PR at any signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the 50% duty cycle, individual results were highly variable, with PR effects spanning approximately À10 to þ20 RAUs. While some of this variability may be explained by the age of the listener (seven of the eight older CI users showed negligible or negative PR effects; see Fig. 2 in Bhargava et al., 2014) , this variability provides a basis for further study of other individual characteristics of listeners that may be driving PR benefits in degraded listening conditions. Adding NBs to degraded, vocoded speech produces mixed results in terms of PR benefits in YNH listeners. Başkent (2012) presented sentences interrupted with SGs or NBs at a 1.5-Hz rate to YNH listeners, and varied vocoder parameters to determine the amount of spectral resolution needed for PR to occur. Sentences were noise vocoded with 4, 8, 16, or 32 channels. Interruptions (SGs or NBs) were added to the sentences prior to vocoding to simulate how such interruptions would be processed by a CI. PR for vocoded speech was found only at 32 channels, which indicated a spectral degradation "limit" for restorability, after which the vocoded speech and NBs may have been too perceptually similar to be discriminated from one another. In such listening conditions, perhaps top-down mechanisms were unable to interact with speech portions of bottom-up acoustic information, and PR could not occur (Başkent, 2012) .
Creating starker spectral differences between speech and interrupting noise therefore may increase PR in degraded speech conditions. Clarke et al. (2016) found significant PR benefits in YNH listeners with 16-channel noisevocoded sentences interrupted with non-vocoded NBs. In that experiment, speech and noise were likely less perceptually similar because interrupting NBs were added to sentences after sentences had been vocoded. PR may therefore be possible at lower spectral resolutions than 32-channels if speech and noise are more perceptually distinct. However, it should be noted that the noise vocoder used in Clarke et al. (2016) was non-typical: it involved a software called TANDEM-STRAIGHT which, unlike more typical vocoders (e.g., Shannon et al., 1995) , did not simulate channel interactions and eliminated temporal fundamental frequency cues in the temporal envelope.
No research has specifically analyzed the effects of NBinterrupted vocoded speech and the PR effect in ONH listeners. ONH listeners generally show slower temporal processing for complex stimuli like speech (Goupell et al., 2017; Fitzgibbons and Gordon-Salant, 1996 ) and less precise encoding of the temporal properties of speech subcortically (Anderson et al., 2012) . When speech is degraded by a vocoder to simulate aspects of CI processing, spectral resolution is reduced and temporal envelopes of the signal must be relied upon for accurate speech perception (Shannon et al., 1995) . It is unknown if ONH listeners, who are expected to have reduced temporal processing abilities, can utilize temporal envelopes to perceptually restore NB-interrupted vocoded speech. Negligible PR effects among ONH listeners presented vocoded speech could implicate aging as a factor leading to reduced PR among some CI users. Linguistic skills like vocabulary knowledge appear to be important contributors to PR (Bashford et al., 1992; Benard et al., 2014) . Another linguistic skill that could be correlated with PR is lexical access, or one's ability to retrieve words from his or her lexicon (Levelt, 2001) . Listeners with strong lexical access abilities may be better at generating potential word candidates, even with degraded interrupted speech signals. The semantic fluency test can provide information on strength of lexical access and strength of search strategies used during word retrieval (Zarino et al., 2014; Harrison et al., 2000) . The phonological fluency subtest in the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) may also provide information about participants' abilities to generate word candidates based on access to partial phonological information, like a single speech sound (Tombaugh et al., 1999) . Slower lexical access, and thus a lower semantic and/or phonological fluency test score, is predicted to be associated with worse performance on the PR task. Noise bursts, in conjunction with neighboring speech sounds and sentence context, may stimulate fewer word candidates in people with poor lexical access ability compared to people with good lexical access ability. That is, for listeners with poor lexical access ability, the addition of NBs to a SG-interrupted speech signal might not result in improved speech perception, and thus no PR effect will be observed.
Cognitive function: Working memory
Working memory deficits can be indicative of problems with storing and processing incoming information (Park et al., 2002; Gordon-Salant and Cole, 2016) . Listeners with less effective working memory skills may be less able to quickly process noisy or interrupted speech, and to hold this speech in memory long enough or accurately enough for top-down mechanisms to interact with the signal. In general, older adults are expected to show reduced working memory skills, potentially due to less efficient processing and decreased inhibition of irrelevant or distracting stimuli (Drag and Bieliauskas, 2010; Tulsky et al., 2014) . While working memory was not shown to mediate PR of unprocessed speech in YNH adults (Benard et al., 2014) , it is unknown if working memory skills impact PR in older adults. Stronger working memory skills in older adults have previously been associated with better speech-in-noise perception and greater use of context cues (Gordon-Salant and Cole, 2016) , so perhaps stronger working memory skills will be important for older adults completing the PR task. In summary, how linguistic skills like lexical access and cognitive skills like working memory affect PR of unprocessed and degraded speech will be analyzed in this study.
E. Summary and hypotheses
The addition of noise to an interrupted unprocessed sentence may promote PR by potentially improving one's ability to group speech information in the signal, allowing top-down mechanisms to interact with bottom-up acoustic information, and/or prompt lexical access by stimulating possible candidates for completing the sentence (Bhargava et al., 2014; Clarke et al., 2016) . The present study aims to evaluate how PR works in degraded speech conditions for YNH and ONH participants, and whether PR benefits are mediated by linguistic and/or cognitive skills. Findings here will help elucidate how PR-an important and useful skill for speech understanding-may be functioning in CI users, and whether chronological age can impact one's ability to restore degraded speech. Speech was either unprocessed or degraded using noisevocoders with 16 or 32 channels of spectral information to simulate aspects of CI processing. While CI users have been shown to effectively have access to only approximately eight channels of spectral information at any point in time (Friesen et al., 2001) , we chose to utilize greater numbers of spectral channels to investigate how aging affects PR at previously tested "boundaries" of vocoded speech restoration. These boundaries appear to be, specifically, at 16-channels with NBs added after signal vocoding (see Clarke et al., 2016) and at 32-channels with NBs added prior to signal vocoding (see Başkent, 2012) . In the present study, SGs and NBs were used to interrupt sentences, and NBs were either vocoded (in that NBs were added to the sentence before the sentence was vocoded) or non-vocoded (in that NBs were added to the sentence after the sentence was vocoded). Previous studies investigating vocoded speech and PR (e.g., Başkent, 2012; Bhargava et al., 2014) typically used vocoded NBs, as this method approximates how NB-interrupted speech would be processed by a CI speech processor. However, due to the degraded nature of the signals, it might have been difficult for listeners to determine which parts of the signal were noise and which parts were speech-leading to reduced PR (Bhargava et al., 2014) . Therefore, a second NB condition was employed in the present study: adding non-vocoded NBs to vocoded speech was expected to create perceptual dissimilarities between speech and NB interruptions. If perceptual dissimilarity between NB interruptions and speech is necessary to induce PR, greater PR in the non-vocoded NB conditions compared to vocoded NB conditions should be observed. Although this is not a signal that CI users would normally experience, it allows us to identify the underlying causes of potential difficulties with PR in this population.
Additional hypotheses are as follows:
• ONH participants will show larger PR benefits compared to YNH participants in the unprocessed speech conditions (confirming results reported in Saija et al., 2014) and in the degraded speech conditions with non-vocoded NBs. The non-vocoded NB condition will create NBs that are spectrally dissimilar from speech segments, better allowing ONH participants to glean speech information from the sentence and allow top-down knowledge to interact with bottom-up information.
• With lower spectral resolutions (16-channels as opposed to 32-channels), PR in ONH participants-who often have poorer temporal processing and encoding skills compared to YNH participants-will decrease, as temporal cues become more important.
• Working memory and linguistic scores and their relationship to PR may help differentiate whether cognitive factors or linguistic factors are more crucial to the PR effect. Based on previous research, it is expected that working memory skills will be an important factor for ONH participants, while linguistic skills will be an important factor regardless of participant age.
II. EXPERIMENT A. Participants
There were two participant groups, categorized by chronological age. The first group (n ¼ 15) was composed of YNH adults with a mean age of 23.7 yrs [standard deviation (SD) ¼ 3.8, range 20 to 30 yrs]. The second group (n ¼ 17) was composed of ONH adults with a mean age of 66.8 yrs (SD ¼ 4.9, range 60 to 75 yrs). Participants had hearing thresholds at or below 25 dB hearing level (HL) at octave frequencies between 250 and 4000 Hz in both ears, 1 with no threshold discrepancy between ears greater than 15 dB. The averaged audiometric thresholds for the two participant groups are presented in Fig. 1 . Participants were also required to pass the MoCA (Nasreddine et al., 2005) with a score of at least 22 points (out of 30 possible points), which was used as a screener for the presence of mild cognitive impairment. A sub-test of phonological fluency is included in the MoCA. Finally, all participants were self-reported native speakers of American English.
B. Stimuli
Sentences
Two corpora of sentences were used in the present study. The corpora differ in length and complexity of sentences, and may generate different patterns of PR effects. IEEE sentences were used for training and half of the test stimuli (Rothauser et al., 1969) . IEEE sentences contain 5 to 12 words, 5 of which are keywords. For each participant, 120 sentences were drawn in random order without replacement from a corpus of 720 IEEE sentences recorded by a young adult male native speaker of American English. IEEE sentence durations were on average 2.7 s (SD ¼ 0.4) and the speaker produced on average 2.9 words per second (SD ¼ 0.4). Bamford-Kowal-Bench (BKB) sentences were used for the other half of test stimuli (Bench et al., 1979) . BKB sentences contain 3 to 7 words, 2 to 4 of which are keywords, and have simple syntax and vocabulary. For each participant, 120 sentences were drawn in random order without replacement from a corpus of 120 BKB sentences recorded by a young adult female native speaker of American English. BKB sentence durations were on average 1.7 s (SD ¼ 0.2) and the speaker produced on average 3.1 words per second (SD ¼ 0.6). Previous work has shown that BKB sentences have greater sentence predictability than IEEE sentences, based on an analysis of text reception thresholds in adult participants (Schoof and Rosen, 2015) .
Vocoding
To simulate aspects of CI processing, sentences were noise vocoded. The noise vocoder created spectral degradations and removed the temporal fine structure from the speech signals (Friesen et al., 2001; Shannon et al., 1995) . Noise vocoding also affected the integrity of the temporal envelope by adding small random amplitude fluctuations to the envelope (Whitmal et al., 2007) . Thus, the vocoder used in the present study degraded spectral properties and some temporal properties of the signal. Sentences were bandpass filtered into 16 or 32 channels, which altered the spectral resolution of the sentences. The filters were third-order Butterworth filters with forward-backward filtering applied, creating filter slopes that were À36 dB per octave. Forwardbackward filtering was used to minimize distortions in the temporal envelope of the signal. The channels were contiguous and logarithmically spaced, with frequency boundaries from 200 to 4000 Hz. Temporal envelopes were extracted from these channels using the Hilbert transform, and the low pass filter envelope cutoff was 160 Hz. White noise was modulated by the extracted temporal envelopes from each channel, and then all channels were added together and presented with the same root-mean-square energy as the original unprocessed sentence. Unprocessed sentences were the originally recorded sentences containing their original spectral and temporal properties. Both unprocessed and vocoded sentences were used in the present study.
Interruptions
Sentences were either interrupted at a 2.5-Hz rate or left intact (uninterrupted). The 2.5-Hz rate generated the largest age-related PR effects for VU sentences (Versfeld et al., 2000) spoken at a normal rate in a previous study by Saija et al. (2014) . Interruptions were created with a periodic nominally square wave with 1-ms raised cosine on/off ramps, which always began with a full-duration on phase. Interruptions occurred at a 50% duty cycle. Therefore, participants heard 200 ms of speech information followed by 200 ms of interruption, a cycle that repeated for the duration of the sentence. These interruptions might affect perception of various speech segments like vowels and consonantvowel/vowel-consonant clusters depending on stress, speech rate, and location in the phrase (Crystal and House, 1990) .
Two types of interruptions were applied to unprocessed speech: SGs or NBs. The NBs had the same spectrum as the long-term Fourier-transformation of the averaged spectra of the combined sentences in the respective corpus. The inverse of the periodic square wave applied to the target was applied to the noise sample, with 1-ms raised cosine on/off ramps. By adding together the interrupted speech and these interrupted noise signals, the interrupting gaps were filled with NBs.
Three types of interruptions were applied to vocoded speech: SGs, NBs added to sentences before vocoding was applied to the sentence (NBBV), and NBs added to sentences after vocoding was applied to the sentence (NBAV). All target speech was presented at 65 dB sound pressure level (SPL), and NB interruptions were presented at 70 dB SPL, resulting in a À5-dB SNR. Presenting speech at negative rather than positive SNRs typically results in greater speech intelligibility in NB interrupted speech conditions (Powers and Wilcox, 1977) . Furthermore, previous studies in PR research have utilized negative SNRs (e.g., Saija et al., 2014) .
C. Procedure
Measurements were conducted in the following order for all participants: semantic fluency test, working memory test, MoCA (which included the phonological fluency subtest), vocoded speech training, and the PR task. Breaks were allowed as needed. The total experiment duration was between 1 and 2 h. Participants were seated in a soundtreated booth (Industrial Acoustics, Inc., Bronx, NY) for the duration of the experiment, and the experimenter sat in the booth beside the participant.
Semantic fluency test
The participant was asked to generate names of animals for 1 min, without repetition and as quickly as possible. The experimenter used a timer and tallied the number of responses from the participant. The total number of reported animals became that participant's semantic fluency score.
Phonological fluency test
Phonological fluency was measured by a sub-test in the MoCA. Participants were asked to generate words that began with the letter "F" for 1 min. Participants were warned that proper nouns would not be accepted, and that the same word appended with various suffixes would only be counted once. The total number of reported words became that participant's phonological fluency score.
List sorting working memory test
The List Sorting Working Memory Test (Age 7 þ v2.1) was presented on an iPad 2 (Apple, Inc., Cupertino, CA). This test is available through the NIH Toolbox iPad Application as part of the Cognitive Battery, and is appropriate for participants aged 7 years and older (Glinberg and Associates, Inc., 2016) . The test duration is approximately 7 min. The iPad screen was pointed toward the participant with full screen brightness and volume at 75%. The experimenter controlled the application and scored task performance using a wireless keyboard and answer sheet hidden from the participants' view. Participants were asked to view a sequence of pictures depicting items and, at the end of the sequence, report the names of the items in the order of smallest-to largest-sized item. Picture size correlated with the real-world size of the item. For example, the picture of the elephant (large item) filled most of the iPad screen. Each picture in the sequence was presented simultaneously with a recording of an adult American English-speaking woman pronouncing the name of the item. The second test portion added the additional rule of categorizing items based on whether they were food or animals, and reporting items smallest-to largest-sized within-category. Answers were marked correct only if all items in the sequence were reported in their correct order. A correct answer prompted the application to increase the number of items presented in the following sequence. The test portion ended either when participants answered two subsequent trials incorrectly, or when participants successfully reported all seven items for a seven-item sequence, the maximum number of items in the test. The overall "uncorrected" standard score, which is generated by the test application, was noted for each participant. This score standardizes each participant's raw score without reference to the participant's chronological age.
Vocoded speech training
Stimuli were played diotically through circumaural headphones (Sennheiser, HD 650; Old Lyme, CT). The experiment was controlled using MATLAB (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA) and presented on a computer with a touchscreen monitor. Participants were asked to sit turned away from the monitor so that answers (presented visually on the screen to the experimenter) could not be seen. The experimenter controlled the experiment using the touchscreen monitor.
Participants were familiarized with noise-vocoded speech through a training session prior to completing the PR task. Participants listened to 50 IEEE sentences that were noise vocoded with 8 channels. Note that BKB sentences were not used for training as there were a limited number of sentences in that corpus and thus they were retained for the testing conditions. Furthermore, an 8-channel vocoder was used during training because previous research has shown that training on difficult speech-related tasks with spectrally degraded signals generalized to performance on easier speech-related tasks (Loebach and Pisoni, 2008) . Training sentences were not interrupted with SGs or NBs, and did not later re-appear during the PR task. Participants were asked to listen to the presented speech and then report what they heard to the experimenter as accurately as possible. On each trial, the experimenter pressed a "play" button, the sentence was presented to the participant, and the participant verbally repeated what they heard. The experimenter recorded correct keywords. The same sentence was then presented twice more: first as an unprocessed version of the sentence, followed by the same vocoded version of the sentence. Participants were asked to listen to these sentences and were not required to report what they heard. After these two "feedback" sentences played, the next trial could begin.
PR task
Before testing began, participants were informed that the test sentences might be intact or contain gaps or noise, and might be vocoded or unprocessed. Participants were also informed that no feedback would be provided, that sentences could not be repeated, and that they were encouraged to guess. On each trial, one test sentence was presented, and after presentation, participants reported verbally what they heard. The experimenter recorded the participants' answers by selecting correct keywords. "Lax" scoring was used, in that if the reported word had an incorrect tense or suffix, this was recorded as a correct response (e.g., if the correct keyword was "helps" and the participant reported "helped," this was marked as correct). Homophones were also recorded as correct. For each trial, participants' scores were the number of correctly reported target words divided by the total number of target words in the sentence. To ensure accurate grading by the first experimenter, a second experimenter blind to experimental condition regraded sentences using voice recordings of the participants' answers.
Test conditions were blocked by sentence processing type (three levels: unprocessed, 16-, and 32-channel vocoded) and sentence corpus (two levels: IEEE and BKB), resulting in six different blocks. The order of blocks was randomized for each participant. Within each block, interruption conditions were randomized. All sentences from both corpora were created in such a way that they could appear with any type of sentence processing and any interruption, and could therefore appear in any block featuring their corpus, without replacement.
The following information applies to both speech corpora used in the study. In the unprocessed speech block, there were three interruption conditions, with eight sentences in each condition, for a total of 24 sentences (per corpus). The three conditions were (1) intact speech, (2) speech interrupted with SGs, and (3) speech interrupted with NBs. In the 32-channel noise-vocoded speech block, there were four conditions, with 12 sentences in each condition, for a total of 48 sentences (per corpus). The four conditions were: (1) intact vocoded speech, (2) vocoded speech interrupted with SGs, (3) vocoded speech interrupted with NBBV, and (4) vocoded speech interrupted with NBAV. In the 16-channel noise-vocoded speech block, there were the same four conditions as in the 32-channel block, with 12 sentences in each condition, for a total of 48 sentences (per corpus). In summary, 120 BKB test sentences and 120 IEEE test sentences were presented to each participant.
D. Results

Subject variables
The following describes results for the subject variables of semantic fluency, phonological fluency, and working memory. Group averages were compared using two-tailed independent samples t-tests (a ¼ 0.05). For the measure of semantic fluency, YNH participants on average generated the names of 25.7 animals (SD ¼ 6.6) and ONH participants generated the names of 21.9 animals (SD ¼ 4.7). For the measure of phonological fluency, YNH participants on average generated 17.4 words (SD ¼ 5.1) and ONH participants generated 15.8 words (SD ¼ 4.6). Scores on the two linguistic measures were not significantly different between groups [semantic fluency: t(30) ¼ 1.92, p ¼ 0.064; phonological fluency: t(30) ¼ 0.95, p ¼ 0.35]. An overall linguistic skill score was calculated for each participant by averaging scores on the semantic and phonological fluency tests, and was done to reduce multicollinearity issues in the linear mixed-effect analyses below. The overall linguistic score for YNH participants was 21.6 (SD ¼ 4.3) and for ONH participants was 18.8 (SD ¼ 4.0), a difference which was not statistically significant [t(30) ¼ 1.88, p ¼ 0.071]. For the measure of working memory, YNH participants achieved on average 110.2 points (SD ¼ 5.5) and ONH participants achieved 100.1 points (SD ¼ 8.2), a significant difference [t(30) ¼ 4.04, p < 0.001]. In summary, YNH participants achieved higher working memory scores compared to ONH participants, but comparable semantic and phonological fluency scores.
Vocoded speech training and intact speech perception
Individual participants' speech understanding scores were transformed into RAUs, as some scores were near zero in certain experimental conditions. On average, YNH participants reported 90.4% (SD ¼ 4.2) training words correctly (in RAUs: 94.5, SD ¼ 7.0) and ONH participants reported 90.9% (SD ¼ 3.6) training words correctly (in RAUs: 95.1, SD ¼ 6.0). No significant differences in scores (in RAUs or in percent correct) between groups was observed per two-
To determine whether groups achieved different RAU scores on the six intact speech conditions (i.e., conditions without any interruptions), the two groups' scores were compared with multiple two-tailed independent samples t-tests (a ¼ 0.05). Scores on these baseline conditions were high in both groups (110.0 RAUs or higher, on average), and no differences in group performance were significant [unprocessed BKBs: t (30) 
PR of interrupted sentences
Inter-rater reliability for judging participant responses during the PR task was high; the second rater agreed with the first rater 98.0% of the time. Because of the substantial concordance of the two raters' scorings, the original rater's data were used for all analyses. Speech understanding scores (transformed into RAUs) for each interruption type, spectral resolution, corpus, and age group are tabulated in Table I , as are PR benefits. PR benefits were calculated by subtracting scores in the SG condition from scores in the NB, NBAV, or NBBV condition. Speech understanding scores are presented for BKB sentences in Fig. 2 and for IEEE sentences in Fig. 3 . Whether speech understanding improved significantly between SG and the various NB conditions for each participant was tested with paired samples t- ONH participants therefore typically obtained a significant benefit from the addition of noise to interrupted sentences. Average PR benefits (as well as individual data) for each group are presented for BKB sentences (Fig. 2 ) and IEEE sentences (Fig. 3) , for each listening condition. While ONH participants as a group tended to show larger PR benefits than YNH participants, variability across participants was high. Large variability in PR performance has been reported previously (e.g., Bhargava et al., 2014; Verschuure and Brocaar, 1983) . We also note that a ceiling effect could exist for YNH participants presented unprocessed BKB sentences (Fig. 2) and a floor effect for ONH participants presented vocoded IEEE sentences (Fig. 3) . For the former case, differences in performance for SG and NB sentences were not significantly different for unprocessed BKB sentences for either group, and larger PR benefits in YNH than in ONH participants would contradict previous research in this area (e.g., see Saija et al., 2014) . For the latter case, floor effects in ONH participants could indicate that PR benefits are even larger than those reported here. Linear mixed-effects (LME) models were used to understand how subject variables like overall linguistic score and working memory interacted with stimuli parameters (e.g., interruption type) for each individual participant. Four separate LME models were constructed, and each modeled individual percent-correct scores (transformed into RAUs) for interrupted sentences for each participant across specific conditions. First, from visual inspection of Figs. 2 and 3, it appeared that the factor of corpus was eliciting different patterns of responses; therefore, each corpus (BKB, IEEE) was modeled separately. Second, the unprocessed vs vocoded conditions were modeled separately, as keeping these conditions together in a single model resulted in a rank deficiency error [vocoded conditions contained two NB types (NBAV, NBBV), while unprocessed conditions contained only one (NB)]. The four LME analyses modeled data from unprocessed BKB sentences, unprocessed IEEE sentences, vocoded BKB sentences, and vocoded IEEE sentences, respectively. The predictors in unprocessed models were age group, interruption type, linguistic score, and working memory score. The vocoded models included the additional predictor of number of channels (i.e., spectral resolution).
Discovering the following main effects and interactions through these LME analyses were of most interest: (1) a significant main effect of interruption type would indicate a PR effect, (2) a significant interaction between age group and interruption type would indicate an "aging benefit" for PR, (3) a significant interaction between interruption type and number of channels would indicate that PR is greater at certain spectral resolutions, (4) a significant interaction(s) between linguistic score or working memory with interruption type would indicate that PR was mediated by the respective subject variable(s), and (5) a significant three-way interaction(s) among linguistic score or working memory with interruption type and age group would indicate that the aging benefit for PR was mediated by the respective subject variable(s).
a. Unprocessed BKB sentences. The first LME model analyzed participants' RAUs for interrupted listening conditions containing unprocessed BKB sentences. We began with a maximal model structure and used a backward selection process following Barr et al. (2013) . The full model contained fixed main effects for the subject variables of linguistic score (grand-mean centered), working memory score (grand-mean centered), and age group [two levels: 0 ¼ YNH (reference level), 1 ¼ ONH], and the stimulus parameter of interruption type [two levels: 0 ¼ SG (reference level), 1 ¼ NB]. The full model also contained the interactions of each subject variable with age group and/or interruption type, as well as the interaction of age group and interruption type. The reduced model is presented in Table II , and was obtained by repeatedly removing the highest-order fixed term that was non-significant, and re-running the model until all remaining fixed main effects and interactions were significant. Non-significant main effects and interactions were only retained in the model if they composed part of a significant interaction or higher-order interaction, an approach consistent with Hox et al. (2017) . The random effects are also presented in Table II , and represent the maximal structure possible for model convergence. This reduced model was then compared with the full model using a v 2 test; a nonsignificant v 2 test indicated that the reduced model was sufficient for explaining the data.
Per Table II , the effect of NB interruptions was significant (p < 0.001), indicating a PR effect. The addition of NBs improved speech understanding scores by 12.0 RAUs, regardless of age. The effect of age was significant (p ¼ 0.003), in that performance with interrupted speech in general (both SG-and NB-interrupted speech) was reduced in ONH participants compared to YNH participants. The interaction of age group and NB interruptions (the aging benefit for PR) was not significant and thus removed from the final reduced model. Neither linguistic skill nor working memory significantly mediated PR for either age group.
b. Unprocessed IEEE sentences. The second LME model analyzed participants' RAUs for interrupted listening conditions containing unprocessed IEEE sentences. The full model contained the same fixed main effects and interactions as described for the unprocessed BKB model above, and the random effects structure and final reduced model were obtained in the same manner as described above. The reduced final model for unprocessed IEEE sentences is presented in Table III .
All participants, regardless of age, showed a PR benefit, in that performance was significantly higher with NB interruptions compared to SG interruptions (p < 0.001). The effect of age was significant (p ¼ 0.036), in that ONH participants generally achieved lower speech understanding scores compared to YNH participants. No significant aging benefit for PR was observed, as the interaction between age and interruption type was not significant and not included in the model. Neither linguistic scores nor working memory scores mediated PR benefits. Instead, better linguistic scores in both YNH and ONH participants were associated with improved interrupted speech understanding overall (p ¼ 0.032).
c. Vocoded BKB sentences. The third LME model analyzed participants' RAUs for interrupted listening conditions containing vocoded BKB sentences. The full model contained the same fixed main effects and interactions as the unprocessed sentences models above, but with the additional fixed main effect of number of channels, coded categorically [two levels: 0 ¼ 32 channels (reference level) and 1 ¼ 16 channels] and an interruption term containing two different NB types [three levels: 0 ¼ SG (reference level), 1 ¼ NBBV, and 2 ¼ NBAV]. The full model contained these factors' interactions with the other stimuli parameter variables and subject variables. The random effects structure and final reduced model was obtained in the same manner as described above and is presented in Table IV .
First, participants, regardless of age, were able to obtain significant PR benefits in both 32-and 16-channel vocoded listening conditions: significantly higher RAUs were obtained with NBAV interruptions (p < 0.001) than with SG interruptions and the size of this PR effect was constant across spectral resolutions. Second, an aging benefit for PR was observed for NBBV interruptions, but not for NBAV interruptions. That is, ONH participants' performance increased to a greater extent compared to YNH participants' when SGs were replaced with NBBV interruptions (p ¼ 0.003), in both the 32-and 16-channel vocoded listening conditions. It should be noted that the main effect of age was significant (p < 0.001) in that ONH participants generally achieved lower speech understanding scores overall compared to YNH participants. Third, working memory scores significantly interacted with PR benefits obtained with NBBV interruptions (p ¼ 0.019), regardless of participant age. This indicated that participants with relatively stronger, aboveaverage working memory ability would obtain greater PR benefits obtained with NBBV interruptions compared to participants with weaker working memory. Fourth, while no subject variable significantly interacted with age and interruption type, we found that linguistic skills did interact significantly with spectral resolution and interruption type. For 32-channel vocoded interrupted speech, linguistic skills did not significantly mediate performance with SG, NBBV, or NBAV interruptions (p > 0.05). For 16-channel vocoded interrupted speech, in contrast, linguistic skills significantly mediated PR benefits, in that above-average linguistic skills were associated with greater PR for NBAV interruptions (p ¼ 0.028).
d. Vocoded IEEE sentences. The fourth LME model analyzed participants' RAUs for interrupted listening conditions containing vocoded IEEE sentences. The final reduced model was obtained in the same manner as described above, and is presented in Table V . Regardless of age, participants were able to obtain significant PR benefits. Both NB types produced a significant PR benefit for 32-channel speech (p < 0.001 for NBAV and NBBV). For 16-channel speech, the size of the PR benefit was significantly reduced for NBAV interruptions (p ¼ 0.039) but not for NBBV interruptions (p ¼ 0.27). An aging benefit for restoration was not observed, and not included in the model, though there was a significant main effect of age group (p ¼ 0.015), with ONH participants performing worse overall compared to YNH participants. PR benefits were not mediated by linguistic or working memory scores. Instead, better linguistic skills were associated with improved interrupted, vocoded speech understanding in general (p ¼ 0.036), and had a significantly larger positive effect on speech understanding with 16-channel vocoded speech in particular (p ¼ 0.014).
III. GENERAL DISCUSSION
The present study investigated PR benefits in degraded listening conditions simulating aspects of CI processing in both YNH and ONH participants. PR benefits in degraded listening conditions were observed in both age groups but were more consistently observed among ONH participants (Figs. 2 and 3) . On an individual level, PR benefits were highly variable (Figs. 2 and 3) , which potentially indicated the presence of subject-specific variables mediating the effect. Four main hypotheses were tested, and are each discussed in turn below. A. Characteristics of NB interruptions
The first hypothesis focused on the characteristics of the NB interruptions in vocoded sentences and their effect on PR. CI speech processors provide low spectral resolution and omit temporal fine structure; such degradation may reduce the perceptual dissimilarity of the speech and noise. Therefore, the PR effect may itself be reduced in such listening conditions, as top-down mechanisms would be less able to interact with bottom-up acoustic speech information. We hypothesized that creating greater perceptual dissimilarities between speech and NB interruptions would lead to stronger PR effects in vocoded conditions. In the present study, two interrupting NB conditions were used to test this hypothesis: first, NBBV, or vocoded NBs, represented a "weaker" perceptual dissimilarity condition, and second, NBAV, or nonvocoded NBs, represented a "stronger" perceptual dissimilarity condition. LME analyses revealed that for ONH participants, both NB types resulted in significant PR effects in vocoded conditions (Tables IV and V; Figs. 2 and 3). For YNH participants, NBAV consistently elicited PR benefits, while NBBV only elicited PR benefits with IEEE sentences (Tables IV and V) . For both groups, PR benefits with NBAV appeared to be substantially larger than those obtained with NBBV. These findings extend our understanding of the "spectral limit" for restorability, as well as whether perceptual dissimilarities between speech and noise interruptions are necessary for PR to work in a degraded sentence context. The spectral limit for restorability with NBBV in YNH participants was previously reported to be 32 noise-vocoded channels (Başkent, 2012) , and for NBAV in YNH participants was reported to be 16 channels with a specialized noise-excited vocoder (see Clarke et al., 2016) . In the present study, the spectral limit (among tested spectral resolutions) for both NB types and both age groups was 16 noise-vocoded channels, at least with IEEE sentences (Table V) . Therefore, PR is possible for both YNH and ONH participants presented degraded sentences, and while perceptual dissimilarities between speech information and noise interruptions appear to further enhance PR, they are not a prerequisite for the effect to occur. In the present study, ONH participants (mean age ¼ 66.8 yrs) obtained average PR benefits ranging from 8.9 to 15.8 RAUs with NBBV-interrupted vocoded speech and 11.8 to 21.3 RAUs with NBAV-interrupted vocoded speech (Table I ). In comparison, previous research showed that older CI users (aged 52 to 65 yrs) presented NBinterrupted speech at a 50% duty cycle typically showed only negligible or negative PR effects (see Fig. 2 of Bhargava et al., 2014) . Whether perceptual dissimilarities are prerequisites for PR and/or aging benefits to occur at relatively lower spectral resolutions (e.g., 8 channels), which would provide participants a similar spectral resolution to that generally available to CI users (Friesen et al., 2001) , is unclear. One study (Clarke et al., 2016) found no significant PR with NBAV in YNH participants presented 8-channel speech processed with a specialized noiseexcited vocoder.
B. Aging benefits for PR of degraded speech
The second hypothesis focused on the aging benefit associated with PR. First, it was expected that an aging benefit in unprocessed speech conditions would occur, as reported in Saija et al. (2014) . Surprisingly, the LME model analyses of the unprocessed speech conditions did not show significant interactions of NB interruptions and age group (Tables II and III) . Analyses of average group performance in the SG and NB unprocessed conditions, however, did reveal a significant aging benefit for PR for IEEE sentences (Fig. 3) . Variability in performance with BKB sentences may have impacted our ability to find a significant aging benefit for that corpus in the unprocessed condition. Second, it was expected that ONH participants would show an aging benefit for PR in degraded, vocoded conditions containing NBAV interruptions. NBAV interruptions would introduce starker perceptual dissimilarities between speech and NB interruptions, which in turn would provide more clearly delineated speech information to top-down PR mechanisms. Group data presented in Figs. 2 and 3 show that ONH participants consistently showed significant increases in performance with the addition of noise-regardless of NB typeacross vocoded speech conditions, and particularly for IEEE sentences.
YNH participants, in contrast, were less likely to show significant improvements in vocoded conditions. Per the LME model analyses, the interaction of age group and interruption type was significant for vocoded BKB sentences (Table IV) ; specifically, an aging benefit for PR was observed with NBBV interruptions. No aging benefit for PR was observed with vocoded IEEE sentences. With that corpus, both YNH and ONH participants obtained significant PR benefits with both noise types.
Slower temporal processing and less precise temporal encoding associated with aging may have influenced how ONH participants perceived and utilized NB interruptions in the present study. Older participants have less ability to perceive and encode sudden temporal changes in the speech signal (Anderson et al., 2012; Fitzgibbons and Gordon-Salant, 1996; Goupell et al., 2017) , so the perception of the rapid changes between speech and NB interruptions may have resulted in a stronger, more fused percept of the two stimuli. A more fused percept would result in a stronger auditory illusion of the speech continuing through the noise, and therefore a stronger PR effect. Less ability to encode fast temporal changes in the signal could explain why creating starker differences between vocoded speech and noise interruptions had no effect on ONH participants, as PR was high regardless of NB type. PR of degraded speech in older participants therefore may be less dependent on the ability to distinguish speech from noise, and instead dependent on utilizing whatever context can be gleaned from the noisy speech percept (Sheldon et al., 2008; Pichora-Fuller, 2008; Pichora-Fuller et al., 1995) .
YNH participants typically failed to utilize NBBV interruptions to restore degraded speech, but did utilize NBAV interruptions (Figs. 2 and 3 ). Compared to ONH participants, in everyday listening conditions, YNH participants likely do not have to rely as heavily on PR mechanisms to perceive speech (Saija et al., 2014) . Therefore, YNH participants may have less experience utilizing PR and context to repair a speech signal, especially with degraded, vocoded sentences (Sheldon et al., 2008; Pichora-Fuller, 2008 ). Overall, average speech understanding in YNH participants was always higher than that of ONH participants, in every condition (Figs. 2 and 3) , especially in conditions with SG interruptions. This could indicate that for YNH participants, the utilization of NBs through PR mechanisms was less necessary for accurate speech perception. NBAV interruptions may have been particularly useful to YNH participants for prompting PR, as the more spectrally complex noise may have helped stimulate more potential lexical candidates and led to an increased chance of perceiving the correct word (Bhargava et al., 2014) .
C. Spectral resolution effects on PR
The third hypothesis focused on whether lower spectral resolutions would significantly reduce PR benefits in ONH participants. Vocoding reduces the amount of spectral information in the speech signal, while mostly preserving temporal envelope information (Shannon et al., 1995) . PR with vocoded speech might therefore depend on one's ability to restore temporal envelopes, the processing of which is less efficient in ONH participants (Goupell et al., 2017) . LME model analyses revealed that PR benefits in ONH participants were not affected by spectral resolution, as the interaction of age group, number of channels, and interruption type was not significant and was not included in the models (Tables IV  and V) . It is unclear whether an effect of spectral resolution on PR in older participants would emerge with a vocoder containing fewer channels; at 16 noise-vocoded channels, however, processing of the temporal envelope and/or the PR of temporal envelopes is still possible for ONH participants.
D. Effects of linguistic and cognitive skills on PR
The fourth hypothesis focused on how linguistic and cognitive skills might mediate PR effects. In the present study, it was posited that in degraded/vocoded listening conditions, linguistic factors and the cognitive factor of working memory would mediate PR, and would do so differently for the two age groups. Linguistic knowledge and vocabulary are "crystallized" forms of knowledge that are generally not impacted negatively by aging; in fact, vocabulary size tends to grow across the lifetime (Park et al., 2002; Drag and Bieliauskas, 2010) . Therefore, it was expected that higher linguistic scores would be associated with higher PR in both age groups. Despite the intuitive relationship between being able to generate words based on a single phoneme and being able to identify words based on partial information, the LME model analyses revealed that linguistic skills significantly mediated PR benefits with vocoded BKB sentences containing NBAV interruptions only, and only in the low spectral resolution condition (Table IV) . Failure to observe broader effects of linguistic skills on PR, even in unprocessed speech conditions, may indicate that the linguistic measures used in the present study were inadequate for measuring participants' language skills.
While working memory has not previously been shown to mediate PR in young participants (Benard et al., 2014) , we posited that the skill may have a mediating effect in older participants. Working memory ability decreases with age (Park et al., 2002; Tulsky et al., 2014) , and better working memory skills have been associated with better speech-innoise processing in older participants and better ability to utilize context cues to perceive speech (Gordon-Salant and Cole, 2016) . Since top-down repair mechanisms like PR are believed to use context to restore speech, the ability to store and apply context information to incoming interrupted speech in working memory may be crucial, especially in older participants. However, in the present study, none of the four LME model analyses showed an effect of working memory specifically on PR, for either age group (Tables II,  III , IV, and V). When considering interrupted speech understanding in general, across interruption types, higher working memory scores were associated with significantly better performance in ONH participants compared to YNH participants in vocoded IEEE sentence contexts (Table V) . In summary, neither linguistic nor cognitive skills were strongly implicated as mediating PR in YNH and ONH participants, in either unprocessed or vocoded listening conditions.
E. Conclusion
In conclusion, ONH participants can perceptually restore NB-interrupted sentences, even when speech signals are degraded to simulate aspects of CI processing. That is, the interaction of aging and signal degradation does not erase older participants' ability to access and utilize context and other top-down PR mechanisms. Spectral resolution appears to have little effect on the magnitude of the PR effect for the resolutions that were tested; ONH participants obtained similar PR benefits in both 16-and 32-channel noise-vocoded speech. The quality of the speech signal-the bottom-up acoustic information-did not significantly impair interaction with top-down repair mechanisms, at least in ONH participants. Furthermore, ONH participants used both vocoded and non-vocoded NB interruptions to restore degraded, vocoded speech. The presence of any noise was useful to ONH participants, and could be captured into the target speech stream to create a continuous auditory illusion percept. These findings help inform future directions for PR research in CI users. Factors beyond spectral resolution and spectral differences between speech and interrupting noise should be investigated next. For example, noise reduction strategies and small dynamic ranges in CIs may be impacting the perception of the relationships between speech and noise (Mauger et al., 2012) , affecting the normal course of repair mechanisms like PR. Ensuring that CI users have access to the beneficial aspects of noise may be one way to improve speech perception in real-life listening conditions. 1 Two of the 17 ONH participants had a threshold of 30 dB HL at one or more frequencies at or below 4000 Hz. Post hoc testing of the relationships between audiometric thresholds and PR task performance showed no significant correlations. Furthermore, each of these two participants' average performances with interrupted speech was within 61 SD of the average performance of the rest of the participants, respectively. Thus, these two participants' data were retained, and included in the present study's results and analyses.
